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Implications of the use of kidney ex vivo normothermic perfusion 

Introduction 

Ex vivo normothermic perfusion (EVNP) is a technique whereby a donated, explanted 

organ is perfused with warmed, oxygenated blood, before transplantation into the 

recipient. The aim of the technique is to reduce the risk of delayed graft function after 

transplantation. 

 

Kidney EVNP has been developed by Professor Mike Nicholson, using paediatric 

cardiopulmonary bypass technology. Packed red blood cells (pRBCs) have been used as 

the oxygen-carrier (1). 

 

EVNP is now being used clinically in Cambridge, with developing programmes in 

Newcastle and London (Guy’s Hospital). A randomised controlled trial comparing EVNP 

with static cold storage in kidneys from DCD donors will be starting shortly in these 

three centres. 

 

As EVNP occurs before the kidney is transplanted into its intended recipient, there is a 

possibility that the intended organ recipient changes after EVNP has been completed, e.g. 

if there are major anaesthetic complications in the recipient prior to transplantation (2). 

Under the current deceased donor kidney allocation scheme, the kidney can be retained in 

the accepting centre if the next highest scoring recipient is in Tier E, but the kidney could 

be allocated to another centre if the next highest scoring recipient was in Tiers A-D. 

 

The likelihood of re-allocation of a kidney that has undergone EVNP is expected to be 

very low (less than 1%), as EVNP will only be performed after the cross-match is 

negative, the kidney has undergone benchwork, and the intended recipient is deemed fit 

for anaesthesia and transplantation.  

 

However, given the expansion of kidney EVNP in the UK, the wider kidney transplant 

community should be aware of this technique. Specific issues are considered in detail 

below. 
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1) Biological implications of the use of group O pRBCs in EVNP 

• Although the kidney will be flushed with 500 mL of cold Marshall’s HOC solution at 

the end of EVNP, it is likely that microscopic numbers of RBCs will be present in the 

organ. After discussion between the three EVNP centres, and haematology colleagues, 

the preference of these units is that all kidneys undergoing EVNP will receive group O 

blood. This will avoid the (very low) possibility that passenger RBCs could trigger a 

haemolytic transfusion reaction in a re-allocated recipient, and will enable re-allocation 

according to the current allocation scheme. 

 

Group O RhD positive pRBCs will be used for RhD positive recipients, and group O 

RhD negative pRBCs for RhD negative recipients.  

 

2) Unit tracking 

• It is essential that the tracking of pRBCs from the blood donor to the final organ 

recipient is carried out in accordance with national policies. In order to enable this to 

occur, the three EVNP centres will need to know the identity of the re-allocated recipient 

at another centre. This will allow them to inform their local haematology teams, so that 

they can contact their counterparts at the transplant centre of the re-allocated recipient, 

and pRBC tracking can occur. 

 

3) Other issues 

• EVNP takes place after cannulas have been introduced into the renal artery and vein. 

These are secured with ligatures. The ligature sites will be excised after EVNP to ensure 

that areas of graft endothelial damage cannot act as sites for possible thrombus formation. 

Centres accepting kidneys re-allocated after EVNP will need to be aware that the kidney 

vessels will be of a similar length to those of live donor kidneys. 

 

• Kidneys undergo EVNP using sterile precautions, although there are theoretical risks 

that microbiological contamination of the organ may occur during the process, either 

from the disposable equipment, fluids, drugs, or from the pRBCs. No safety issues have 
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been identified in the cases carried out thus far (1). Packed RBCs also carry the very 

small risk of serious transmissible diseases. 

 

Proposal 

It is suggested that KAG be aware of the following: 

• That all UK kidney transplant centres will need to be aware of the very small possibility 

that a deceased donor kidney may be offered to them after undergoing a period of EVNP 

• That EVNP centres will inform the Duty Office if a kidney that has undergone EVNP is 

unable to be transplanted into the intended recipient in their centre 

• That EVNP centres will provide the following information to other units accepting re-

allocated organs that have undergone EVNP: 

 - date, time, and duration of EVNP 

 - organ perfusion characteristics (flow, pressure) 

 - organ appearance and urine output volume during EVNP 

 - fluids and drugs given during EVNP 

 - pRBCs details (blood group and RhD status) 

 - vessel characteristics after cannula ligature excision 

• That centres accepting these kidneys agree to pass on the details of the recipients of 

such kidneys to the EVNP centre, to enable pRBC tracking 
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